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If you attended this year’s conference you probably already know what I’m going to say.
Wow! What a great event. It was amazing to have so many come together in the spirit of
curiosity and desire to find solutions that work for all of us utilities, suppliers and the world
going forward. We hope that you maintain the momentum and find some tangible steps and
outcomes from our discussions. Congratulations to everyone who worked so hard to make
this a success.

Powerful Conference!
The 2017 Alliance Sustainable Sourcing Conference was one of the best ever with our
highest attendance ever, and 23 Showcase Suppliers highlighting their sustainability services
and products. And there was a full day packed with valuable sustainability practices and
education during the sessions and various networking discussions.

The Alliance introduced our new Conference App, eliminating all paper at the conference. All
you needed was your badge. The app was well received, and one week later there are still
messages being exchanged between the attendees.

• The conference began with George Basile, Sr. Sustainability Scientist with Arizona State
University, sharing stories about how sustainability has become a growing factor in a
corporation’s purpose and a key reporting metric to their stakeholders, future employees and
their community.
• Next we had a panel, moderated by Chris Peterson, Alliance’s Executive Director, which
included; Michael Haggarty, Con Edison, Vice President of Supply Chain; Michael
Mitchell, MSC Industrial Supply, Sr. National Account Manager; and George Basile. They
shared results about how ConEd has realized, through constant communication, the
importance of sustainability internally by working with MSC, one of their suppliers.
• Tony Tomczak, Alliance Chair and Executive Director, Corporate Services and CPO with
DTE Energy, provided an update on the Alliance and where they are headed as we look to
2020.
• Ameren, Entergy and Salt River Project shared how they have realized results by
implementing various sustainability processes and ideas learned from the networking, work
products and education received by participating in the Alliance.
• Duke Energy's Russ Wilkenloh, Team Lead of the Construction Services Work Product
reviewed the Alliance's latest work. Arizona Public Service and SCE shared case studies
which were incorporated into the document. The final document will be released in October
and available in the resources of the Alliance website, www.euissca.org
• ABB, Eaton and Intren shared their company’s sustainability results and how their
company recognized the benefits of incorporating sustainability within their organizations.
Their stories were selected from a total of seven submissions received. If you have a
valuable service or product you would like to share, our call for papers is open 24/7. Click
here.
• Tiffany Rodriguez, Pacific Gas & Electric, shared results from the 2016 Supplier Survey.
Following the results, Consumers Energy, DTE, Entergy and PG&E shared how they are
incorporating their specific utility’s results into their internal supplier evaluation process.

We were sad to see the conference come to an end. You could definitely feel the energy in

the room and by the number of people remaining at the end of the day to enjoy the wrap up
reception with 11 utilities hosting a table to share their successful sustainable practice.

Exelon is the Alliance Member of the Year

Dave O'Brien and Tony Tomczak

The Alliance and its members selected Exelon Energy Corp as Member of the Year for their
active engagement, commitment to supply chain sustainability and implementation of the
Alliance's standards and best practices.
This award is given to a member who has played an active role in advancing the Alliance's
efforts and is seen by their peer members as our outstanding member of the year.
Exelon was a founding member of the Alliance, and has been an active participant since then
with increased engagement over the last number of years including: being on multiple work
teams, sharing lots of practices, serving on our Executive Committee, supporting newer
members in moving along the maturity model, and adopting practices learned at the Alliance.
Congratulations again, Exelon on receiving this award!

Case Study: Exelon

Exelon takes pride in ranking among the industry leaders in corporate sustainability based on
several key measures, including economic, environmental and social dimensions of
sustainability. The 2017 Dow Jones Sustainability Index (DJSI) reviews sustainability at the
600 largest North American companies. For the 12th consecutive year Exelon was one of
eight electric and gas companies to be named to the DJSI out of 32 companies in the utilities
category. Participation in this survey process is an important tool for Exelon to evaluate our
sustainability performance. It helps us identify gaps and initiate a review to determine if – and
how – we can take actions to improve them.

As far as our commitment to the Alliance, Exelon was one of the founding members of the
Alliance and Bridget Riedy, Executive Vice President, Corporate Operations, was
instrumental in plotting the direction of the Alliance in those early days. She takes a lot of
pride in it and is committed to its success. As the utility with the largest portfolio of carbonfree energy generation, Exelon strives to be at the forefront of sustainability and the Alliance
is critical to that effort. The Alliance’s efforts dovetail perfectly into our corporate strategy.
This year’s Alliance Conference is a great example of activities that help us stay at the top of
our sustainability game. The overall atmosphere was enthusiastic and energetic – a clear
demonstration of member utilities … and our suppliers making great strides. The overall level
of involvement and energy of all of our suppliers to sustainability solutions was impressive. I
am super excited that we plan in the next year to institute ways for the suppliers to be
involved in the Alliance in more meaningful ways.
One of Exelon’s promising new initiatives is our Green Team. They are charged with finding
product substitutions that help us reduce our carbon footprint. These substitutions generally
provide small individual improvements but you know, you can fill the bucket quickly with little
drops. Also further utilization of the Ecodesk survey tool (the platform for the Alliance Annual
Supplier Survey) to assess our progress. We believe working on developing stronger supplier
relationships has great potential to improve our overall sustainability.
My personal commitment to the Alliance grew out of serving on the Executive Committee for

the past two years. I feel privileged to have the additional insight, a real close up view of the
process, and the benefit of all of our discussions around sustainability. Specifically, I do see
the supplier engagement piece as having great potential for the Alliance’s future growth and
it is very satisfying to be working on it.

Dow Jones Sustainability Index Includes Six Alliance Members
Six Alliance members rank among the industry leaders in corporate sustainability based on
several key measures, including environmental policies, innovation, and attracting and
retaining talented employees, according to the 2017 Dow Jones Sustainability Index (DJSI).
These companies were recognized by the global report, which reviews the 600 largest North
American companies. Our six members were named to the DJSI for North America out of 32
companies in the utilities category.

The 2017 Alliance Executive Committee
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